‘Christians who are not Christians’

During the past month the Mexican National Action Party (PAN) has declared a state of “national civic insurgency.” This party, which garnered visible strength in the July 4 elections, particularly in the northern border states, is dedicated to carrying out the Iranization of Mexico, “insurgency” against the Mexican state for the imposition of a feudal order.

The PAN is a nominally “Catholic right-wing” party, neither Catholic nor right-wing. It is a cultist tool of the international black oligarchy—the same oligarchy running left and right terrorism throughout Europe. The PAN was aided in the election period in its operations against the Mexican state through the U.S. Embassy in Mexico City and the U.S. consulates in the northern border states.

Weeks after the election, ABC’s prime-time TV extravaganza against Mexico featured the U.S. Ambassador to Mexico, John Gavin, predicting Central American-style chaos for Mexico.

“Whose side is the U.S. on, anyway?” one asks. EIR has documented the plan to turn the Mexican republic into a cauldron of chaos and insurrection since Lyndon LaRouche denounced George Ball’s “Paddock Plan” for wiping out half the Mexican population through “war, pestilence, and famine,” in a half-hour election-eve television broadcast in 1976.

Today those plans are in operation with the complicity of the U.S. State Department and Henry Kissinger, who warned Mexico in 1978 that “too rapid modernization” would make an Iran out of our southern neighbor. And James Buckley, his “conservative Catholic” family, and their National Review are backing the “Catholic right-wing” party, formed in 1939 by admirers of Hitler and Mussolini: the party of “national civic insurgency.”

Will Liberal Trilateralist Vice-President George Bush also back this fascist party for the sake of carrying out a Global 2000 policy of mass murder in Mexico?

The PAN is a tool of the oligarchy’s new Inquisition. Much like the Hapsburg-created Pan-European Union, it is dedicated to bringing about a new feudalist order through use of the environmentalists, “right” and “left,” the dionysian rabble at war against the progress of peoples, against the perfecting of the republican order as defined by Pope Paul IV in the encyclical Populorum Progressio.

Like the black oligarchy that created them, the Panistas are “Christians who are not Christians”; they are dedicated to using inquisitorial methods to promote irrationalism.

While apostolic Christianity as defined in Pope John Paul II’s encyclical Laborem Exercens defines fostering the creative potential of the human mind, man’s building and creating, in the image of God, as the purpose of government, the PAN and the Pan-European Union are dedicated to eradicating the humanist basis of the Judeo-Christian tradition to bring about a satanic, dionysian world order. The PAN is not hesitant about working with the radical left to this end.

The anti-Christian cultism of the PAN was demonstrated shortly before the Mexican elections when dionysians led by Liberation Theology elements in the Catholic Church announced the apparition of the Virgin of Guadelupe, the object of cult worship in Mexico for hundreds of years. This new apparition took place, according to the PAN, in the home town of the Panista mayor of Ciudad Obregon, Sonora, Adalberto Rosas. The Archbishop of Sonora, Quintero Arce, announced that the Virgin had appeared because the population was living under such oppressive conditions, an open attack on the ruling PRI party.

The cultist nature of the PAN and their method of organizing based on manipulating fanaticism, ignorance, and superstition, is well known throughout Mexico. Buckley family assistance and State Department complicity in this operation against the Mexican republic is also a well-known fact.

Now rumors are spreading that PAN leaders have been involved in the celebration of black masses. One would hope that Mr. Buckley would renounce such perversions.